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Ace Web Academy Overveiw
Ace Web Academy- Top class Training Corporation striding towards spreading
the best education and training over the most evolving IT technologies!

Ace Web Academy aims at offering a superlative level of
education and real-time training on the most recent IT
industry trends. We as a group of well qualified and highly
professional team of approx thirty experts hold over a
decade of experience in our respective domains which
helps us in imparting the much-needed mentorship of the
most proficient level. Understanding the most evolving
needs of our clients, we offer a highly structured set of
training and assistance program that goes perfectly with
the current global trends.
Our state of the art technology and unique design
curriculum comes at a pretty affordable price and in
a timeline delivery form which undertakes complete
transparency, commitment, and assurance for all our
clients and students. We offer a long list of miscellaneous
web based solutions, timely projects completion as per
the client needs and the best human resource delivery,
trained under our expert professionals to be a suitable fit
in this competitive technology-driven industry.

Infasta Overveiw
We are an end to end web solution services company who
believe that if our clients can envision their goal,we can make
their vision a reality through the web portals we design. It is
our earnest endeavour to offer practical solutions with the
aid of the latest technology to ensure optimal results for the
sustainability of our client’s business and fulfilling its objectives.

WHY ACE WEB ACADEMY
More people train with Ace Web Academy because of our commitment to quality, Placement support and real time
Training.Here is the Success rates from 2009 to 2019

10+
YEARS OLD IN
CREATING TALENTS

6000+

3000+

TRAINED FROM US

STUDENTS GOT PLACED

3+
SELF OWNED CENTERS

Mission

Enriching the skills and knowledge of the most enthusiastic
students willing to achieve the greatest heights in the
IT world along with offering the most enhanced level
opportunities that go hand in hand with the current industry
needs and demands.

Vision
To evolve as a global leader in training and
excelling the candidates as per the most
recent trends of the IT world and place the
best ones at the best place, globally.

Values
We value our enthusiasm, urge and complete
commitment towards offering cutting
edge training on the various upcoming IT
technologies and tools for high quality service
to the industry.

Web Design
Excellent learning on design
templates and other creative
web designing works.

Devops

Software Development

Offering a highly robust
platform for efficient learning
of DevOps concepts for a
high velocity IT infrastructural
management processes.

Connoisseur platform for polishing
the expertise and placing them in
the most suitable positions.

Cloud Platform
Mobile Apps
Proficient training
programs for both IOS
and Android mobile
apps development.

Web Developemnt
Master all the web development
tools as per the current industry
demands.

In-depth knowledge
on the core
components of the
much talked and
demanded portable
cloud platforms and
its usability standards.

Courses
and Details

Digital Marketing
Highly expert learning on 100%
result oriented digital marketing
needs and tools.

AI
Superior level interactions and
learning of the most current
trends of the world of Artificial

Reasons Why Join AWA
Joining us isn’t a choice but, a life changing opportunity for all those wishing to take the most giant leap in the world
of IT divinity. Join us to be the most erstwhile part of the much awaited bright future as an IT professional.

Excellence with

Real time training
in varied IT niche

10yrs proven track record
With a highly streamlined 10+ years of excellence, we
hold the most versatile experience of training the best
students suitable for the current industry needs.

Each of our course curriculums comes associated
with the much needed real time training and practical
sessions that holds the most important part of the
overall training program.

Round the clock online
assistance for candidates
We offer online assistance for all our students in order
to answer all of their queries, round the clock for the
best results.

100% placement assistance with
the top MNCs and IT giants
Joining hands with the most veteran and superior
IT giants and several other MNCs, we offer a 100%
placement assistance program for all our candidates.

What We do for Students ?
Our students are the most essential component of our result oriented training program and we aim at making
each one proficient at what they learn!
How we train ? Our expert team of professionals
holds rich experience in training each of the candidates
associated with us to the most competent level.
Imbibing knowledge, skills and compete for expertise
of a relative subject into our students, we train them
towards being firm, highly creative and unique in their
performance as per the client’s expectations.

What we Train ? We focus on offering real-time
training programs, well designed to stay at par with
the other competitors. We offer training on a highly
broad spectrum of current IT demands under the
various domains which includes- web designing, web
development, mobile application, digital marketing,
content development and full stack development.

Students Speak
Excellent place to learn full stack development and very
good study environment
- Suprovo Banaerjee, Digital Marketer
Placed in Accenture

I had completed full stack development course in August.
Well trained trainers and good Professional environment.
- Navya Sri, Full Stack Developer
Placed in Google

I had completed Graphic Design course in this institute.
Tutors taught all the concepts perfectly. Gained practical
knowledge.

- J.Shruthi, Graphic Designer
Placed in IBM

Even though my course is completed a month back, I’m still
coming to Ace Web Academy to get more support.
- Amarnath, Web Developer
Placed in Cognizant

Our
Students
Placed in

The Need of the hour is skill based voctional education
that gives students better career prospects

The job market for the suitable IT professionals has really gone high creating
numerous opportunities for the most efficiently trained pros.

53%

Vocational Training
more appealing than
formal education

Employers looking for
more skilled workforce.

50%

Students go for unrelated
jobs after their degree.

70%

30%

Vocational Training
most helpful for
getting a job

Placement Assistance
Ace is proud to hold a 10+ years-old significant role in offering world-class placement
assistance to over 7019 students trained under our expert guidance. Our team takes pride in
training them from across the country and help them reach the most prestigious positions
in the industry. Till date, we have successfully placed around 5024 students amongst top IT
veterans around the world.

Our Presence
Basheer Bagh

West Maredpally

First Floor, 3-6-327 & 328,
Doshi Chambers Basheer Bagh,
Land marks : Beside Commissioner Office,
Hyderabad, Telangana 500029

Plot. no: 124, 1st floor, Road no:3,,
Near Municipal Park, West Maredpally,
Secundrabad, Telangana 500026

8367 678 910
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